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Abstract:
Endonasal surgery at the skull base is a challenging and delicate procedure, which has begun to offer a minimally invasive
alternative to conventional transcranial and transfacial approaches. Despite its dramatic reduction in invasiveness, transnasal
surgery remains dangerous due to lack of open access to the surgical site, and to the proximity of sensitive nerves and blood
vessels to surgical targets. To increase the number of patients who are candidates for the endonasal approach, better, safer,
more intelligent robotic surgical instruments and algorithms are needed. Current manual instruments are straight and rigid,
which limits the complexity of procedures achievable through the nose, and disqualifies all but the truly expert surgeons and
optimal patients from transnasal surgery. The constraints imposed by the small nostril opening and the curved trajectories
required to bypass important structures in complex cases make continuum robots, and particularly concentric tube robots,
ideal for endonasal surgery.

I will present recent results from the Vanderbilt Medical & Electromechanical Design Laboratory, directed by Robert Webster,
on model-based force sensing and control of concentric tube robots for endosnasal surgery. These âtentacle-likeâ, needle
diameter manipulators provide dexterity in the confined space of the skull base. Their inherent flexibility also makes intrinsic
force sensing possible, wherein the robot itself acts as a force sensor. We believe force feedback to physicians, combined
with image-guided assistance will enhance the safety of endonasal operations, and thereby bring their benefits to many more
patients.
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